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Book List Outing Club Announces
Max Bell And William New
Plans Replace
pill Win Soph Debate CA Book Store Head Carnival Planners
pinners

of the $10.00 best• awards in the Sophomore I
l*T ivbate were Max Bell and
nil Dill Max Bell spoke on the!
B
' ,ive of il't proposition: That a'
lltprehen-. federal program of
|Vg rights >hould be enacted and
oil Dill sp<>ke on the affirmative
the second proposition: Resolved,
"hat the power of legislation over
'marriage and divorce be reserved to
L federal Congress.
In (he 6rst debate the negative
,eam. composed of Donald Dervis,
Robert Patterson, and Max Bell,
c0n for each of its members the
«00 prize. The affirmative team
Las the victor of each cash prize
the second debate which was
composed of Donald Peck and Bill

The

Judaism Forms
Are Club Topic

Dill
The annual Freshman Prize Debale mil be held Jan. 17, in the
i radio room of Chase Hall. The conI l(st will be held in two divisions
his year, with separate prizes for
leachThe first of these debates will
I begin at 7 p. m. on the resolution:
That the federal government should
I publish a program of compulsory
fcaldi insurance. The affirmative
ijm is composed of Lawrence
hv- Carol Jaques, and Richard
G*i'iai> Debating on the negative
[wrVavid Moore, Standly Patter| m. and Robert Rudolph.
The second debate will be on the
|
That no major changes
I fcmld be made in the Taft-Hartley
I Law in the next Congress. Speaking tor the affirmative will be David
Kuhn and John Moore.

The Christian Association will
not sponsor a second-hand book
agency this semester, the Campus
Service Commission announced today.

Warren Stevenson, president of
the Outing Club, has announced the
chairmen of Winter Carnival committees. They are as follows: Carnival Hop, Wesley Baker and June
Ingalls; Decorations, David Turkeltaub, Doris Paine, Sally Cloutman,
and Rae S'tillman; Chaperones, Rae
Walcott; Refreshments, William
Perham and Carol Peterson; Tickets and Programs, Raymond Cloutier and George Disnard.
Snowshoe Softball Game, William Sawyers; Song Contest. Mary
Gibbs
and
James
Anderson;
Queen's
Committee,
Margaret
Stewart.

"Little use wag made of the exchange service offered in September," said Aaron Gillespie, chairman of the commission. "On top of
that, the lack of a permanent staff
secretary in the CA Office now
would make it difficult to carry on
Rabbi Berent spoke about the his- an efficient service."
tory of the early Jews and how
The commission plans, instead,
their customs and types of worship
to
see that lists of 'books to be used
have developed through the years.
in courses next semester are postThe members of the group raised
ed on campus bulletin boards withquestions, and during the discussion
that followed Rabbi Elefant from in a few days. Students will then
know ahead of time what books to
the University of- Maine gave
buy or borrow from their friends.
some important information on the
subject.
(Decision to drop the book agency
After the meeting refreshments was made at a meeting of the CamWilliam Stringfellow was one o'
were served and the group learned pus Service Commission in the Women's Union Dec. 7.
two selectees from Maine alma
some new Palestinian dances.
Steven Feinberg, program chairAt the same meeting Joyce Gil- maters to enter New England comman, has promised to have an im- man was appointed to make avail- petition foir Rhodes Scholarships
portant speaker at the next meet- able Christmas decorations for the last Saturday in Boston. One of the
few students in Bates history to
ing, Jan. 13.
women's dorms.
pass the rigorous college and state
committee interviews, Stringfellow
was not, however, picked by the district committee for the coveted two
years at Oxford.

At the Hillel meeting last Thursday evening. Rabbi David Berent
of Temple Beth Jacob in Lewiston,
led a discussion on the three forms
of Judaism — Reform, Conservative and Orthodox.

Chase Dance Adds
I To Friday Caroling

LeMaster Plays Santa
At Children's Xmas Party

Mr. LeMaster will tuck a pillow
under his vest and play Santa
Claus Friday afternoon in Chase
Hall for some 50 Lewiston and Auburn children.
The occasion is the CA Community Service Commission's second
annual Christmas party for local
underprivileged^ hoys and girls.
Plans include a Christmas tree,
gift-filled stockings, and refreshments. Leonardia Maskiewicz is
chairman of the group managing
the affair.

I Dr. Munn Of Bowdoin
Guest Of Psych. Group

The men who will help draw up
the constitution are George Allen,
Joseph Brown, Henry Conant, Raymond Driscoll, Oswyn Hammond,
William Kelley, Lawrence Kimball,
Charles Littlefield, Charles Lohfeld,
Paradis, Robert Wade, Rodney
Woodbury, and Zelch.
The group hopes to have a constitution ready to present to the
Student Activities Commitee with
the opening of college in January.

4 Representatives loin
In Bowdoin Conference

Bowdoin College was the scene
last Sunday of the second Maine
Intercollegiate Conference, attended
by representatives of the four Maine
college student governments. Repthe Student Federalists Club held resenting Stu-G and Stu-C were
* open meeting Tuesday evening Joan Hutton, Catherine Evans,
and John Grady. Genie Rollins at
» Libbey Forum. Mr. Fairfield
tended as NSA representative.
'Poke to the group upon the part
l!l
e student could play in advancing
The purpose of the conference
*« Federalist movement. He treat- was to discuss NSA with the UniM
the problem from the practical versity of Maine and Colby, which
^Mo-day aspect rather than from are not members of the nation-wide
"e tar reaching and distant goals organization. Reports were made on
the plans for the CuUuraie to be
* world federation.
• An open discussion revolving held at Bates.
I *•>« this topic and others of FeriBowdoin looked into the Bates
*»lisni took place following the adStu-G and Stu-C constitutions for
suggestions on revision of its own
■embers also discussed the restudent government organization.
,s
of the recent convention of
e
The Campus Chest drives and
* England Federalist chapters at
*le The Bates chapter was rep- post-game hospitality to visiting
ented by Arthur Darken. He colleges during the football season
d the group of the several pro- were also discussed.
* the Yale convention suggested
Details of the conference will be
" Federalist
chapters might
°P(- Among those was CARE reported to the student body after
,brriblmas Packages to SF chapters ■ the administration, Su-G, and Su-C
have received reports from the rep'end"*a The BateS club voted t0
CARE parcel to Finland. ' resentatives.

(airfield Gives Talk On
I Federalist Movement

Richard Wiley, Bowdoin '48, the
other Maine candidate, is one of the
four scholarship winners of the
New England district.
Both Stringfellow and William
Senseney were among the five final
candidates picked by their colleges
to appear before the state Rhode
Scholarship committee at Colby
Nov. 7. Selected by the state committee on a basis of interviews and
credentials, Stringfellow and Wiley
underwent an intensive seven hours
of interviews before the district
committee last Saturday.

These will be collected in boxes
placed in the dorms.
The children who will attend the
two-hour party Friday have been
contacted through the municipal
welfare department by Mary Leckemfby and her invitations committee. Greyhound bus transportation
to and from the party is being arranged by Dewey Barton and Donald Roberts.
Other chairmen and their committees are as follows: Dorothy
Pierce and Ronald Tiffany, decorations; Genie Rollins, entertainStringfellow, 20, was youngest of
ment; Phoebe Jones, refreshments; the twelve New England candidates.
Beverly Baton and Harriet Howell. He terms the competition "a very
valuable experience."
publicity.
Christian Science Monitor Editor
Erwin Canham 25, and Congressman Charles Clason of Massachusetts are among Bates alumni who
have succeeded in winning Rhodes
Scholarships.
The reports of four Churchmanship Conference delegates and an
evaluation of Political Emphasis
Week were topics of discussion at
last Wednesday evening's Christian
Association cabinet meeting at Dr.
The possibility of increasing StuPainter's home.
dent Council dues, Freshman DeNellie Henson, Lyla Nichols, Jane
capping Ceremonies, the NSA, Coke
Osborne, and John Sutcliffe, among
machines, and Bendix washers were
the 17 students to attend last week's
among the subjects discussed at a
New England conference on church
meeting of the Student Council
cooperation each reported on behalf
with a committee of faculty memof a denomination.
bers Friday afternoon and evening.
It was mutually agreed by all
Significant in Jane Osborne's report was her account of how the those present that the decapping
Baptist delegates w-'iit on record ceremony in the future would, in
in favor of utilizing the Student the words of a Stu-C spokesman,
Christian Movemen' as their inter- "have more significant meaning". It
collegiate
organization.
Taking was recommended that the college
their cue from the Congregational- remain affiliated with the National
ists, who already follow this policy, Student Association, and action
they recommended appointing a was suspended on the propsal that
student representative to the SCM Coke machines and washing maGeneral Committee and financing a chines be installed in college dormiBaptist staff menil ~r for the Bos- tories, pending further investigation.
ton regional office.

Town Men Plan CA Cabinet Evaluates
Organization To Political Week Program
Be Set By Jan.

French. German, and Spanish
I carols will be taught through the
cooperation of the foreign language"
Thirteen town men expect to
tlobs. At 8 p. m. students will be
j&semUed into caroling groups to meet at William Paradis' home dur(make the annual tour of professors' kig vacation to draw up a constituSomes. All are invited to return to
tion for an organization similar to
Chase Hall at 9 p. m. for refreshments and dancing until 10:30 p. m. the town women's Lamda Alpha.
Rough
plans
were proposed
The prograan is sponsored jointly
I this year by the CA Social Commis- through the Student Council by Pasion and the three foreign language radis and Eugene Zelch," endorsed
I t'nbs.
at a meeting of town men in November, and okayed by the Student
Activities Committee last week.
The proposed club would more
firmly unite the local men students
with the campus.
Dr. Norman L. Munn, head of
Ae psychology department at Bow|>Join college and the author of wide| Iv used textbooks in psychology,
■u the guest speaker at a gathering of students interested :n the
«ld of psychology.
Dr. Munn gave an analysis of the
various older schools of psychology
>id contrasted them with the
schools oi today. He slated that the
modern schools an: inoic spe.-ific.
narrower, and more scientific in
thtir approach.
•A/though his lecture was entitled
The Psychologies of l'J43", Dr.
Munn confined his analyse- mainly
three current outgrowth; of the
I bshavioristic school oi thought.

Minstrel Show, Cessidio TeesiBates delegates attending the
cini and James Dempsey; Skiing
Events, Maxine Hammer and Rus- convention of the New England
sell Woodin; Open Houses, David International Relations Clubs held
Leach, George Rowan, and Chris- at Bowdoin College, heard Henry
Chamberlain, famous political writtina Macgregor.
Outing Club Snow Sculpture, er, speak on Russia.
Mr. Chamberlain advocated reBarbara Cooper; Snow Throne,
Richard Westphal and Coburn surrecting the balance of a power
Johnson; Snow Sculpture, Carol system. He stated that Germany
should be rebuilt as a strong ally
Patrell and Richard Johnston.
Skating Relays, Bdith Pennucci of the Western Powers against
and Leroy Faulkner; All-college Russia. He also emphasized that
capitalist nations can never exist
Skate, George Stewart.
Sunday afternoon events, Ann alongside socialist nations.
Saturday morning a professor of
Sargent and Henry Fukui; Sunday
German at Bowdoin spoke on the
Vespers Service, Nelson Home.
lack of morals on the part of the
Germans.
The delegates from Bates were
Austin
Jones,
Diane
Wolgast,
Mary Francis Turner, Donald Dervis, Joseph Mitchell, Arnold Alperstein, and Larry Birns.
A six week period of inquiry inResolutions passed by the conto the activities and powers of the vention were: 1, to favor internavarious organizations on campus tionalizing of the Ruhr; 2, to favor
has been completed by the Amal- reconciliation between America and
gamation
Committee,
Chairman Russia; 3, to favor customs Union
between Austria and surrounding
Raymond Cloutier announced this
nations; and 4. to emphasize educaweek. Among the groups investigat- tional liberalism of past German
ed were the Student Council, the philosophers.
Student Government, Christian As

Stringfellow High Committee Ends
In Rhodes Contest Six Week Inquiry

Already volunteers have signed
The Christian Association's anI ma! all-college evening of caroling up on bulletin board lists to fill
iii lie enhanced this year by stockings .for particular children.
I taring and an hour of foreign lanlpage singing. The program will
I begin at 7 p. m. Friday in Chase

I Hall.

IRC Delegates
Attend Bowdoin
Regional Forum

sociation. Outing Club, Publishing
Association, Coordinating Committee, Bates Conference Committee,
Student Activities Committee, Chase
Hall Committee, and George Colby
Chase Lecture Series Committee.
These organizations
discussed

with

their

have

been

leaders

or

members, and the committee has
sought any problems which might
be alleviated in a revised governmental plan. It has endeavored to
establish consistant attitudes toward each group, which will best
result in a well-integrated, democratic proposal for an amalgamated student government.

Try-outs are being held this week
for the current production "Seven
Chances" and will be cast before
vacation. The play, a modern comedy, offers opportunity for a large
number of people both in the cast
itself and on the production staff.
Artistically minded set desieners
are offered a chance to win a ten
dollar prize for designing the most
effective and practical set to be
used in the party scenes of the play.
For more details about this particular aspect of the play, designers
should contact the director, Miss
Lavinia M. Schaeffer.

The situation arises from the
death of Jimmie Shannon's grandfather who leaves him heir to 12
million dollars if he becomes engaged by the time he reaches the
due to increased expenditures, such age of 30. Since Jimmie will be
an increase would have to be ap- thirty 12 days after he receives
proved by a referendum to the student body.

Decapping, Dues, Are Problems
At Joint Stu-C Faculty Meeting

Those Student Council members
present were Burt Hamond, Donald
Conners, George Disnard, William
Perham, Theodore Belsky, John
Grady, William Paradis, and David
Moore. The faculty was represented
by Prof. Sampson, .Mr. Lindholm
Dean Rowe, Dr. Fisher, and Mr.
Moore.

At a special Stu-C meeting last
Wednesday morning in the chapel,
President William Stringfellow administered the oath of office to DaShould it be found necessary to vid Moore, who was elected last
Posing the question, "Should the
increase
the dues paid by the stu- week as freshman representative to
CA sponsor another Political Emdents
for
Student Council purposes the council.
phasis Week?", President Nelson
Home opened a brief discussion
of the merits and defects of this
year's program.
This afternoon at 4:30 p.m. the
Bates radio class will present anRobert
Foster* presented the
other of its weekly programs over
opinion that the week was a partial
WCOU. Today's program is a play
failure because it tried to be ChrisThree of the four classes an- adaptation of Henry Van Dyke's
tian and all-campus at the same
nounced Monday that they would novel "The Other Wise Man." The
time. "Christian interpretations of
each contribute $30 from their cast is composed of the members
politics are in fact minority views,"
treasuries toward the Chase Hall of the radio class and will include:
he said. "The fact that we tried to
Committee's purchase of new pubapproach politics from the angle of lic address facilities for the Alumni Joyce Cargill, Robert Hobbs, Lawrence Cannon, George Gamble, BerChristian motivation was inconsistGym. The freshmen, delayed by tram Palefsky, Harry Goldman, and
ent with our efforts to make Political their recent elections,
met
this Donald Thibeault.
Emphasis Week a representative
morning to vote on their proposed
This is a special Christmas proall-campus affair. The week was
contribution.
gram that centers around the tale
evidence that our all-campus CA itDana Jones, chairman of the of the fourth wiseman Artaban, and
self is basically contradictory."
The cabinet reached no conclu- Chase Hall Committee, announced his struggle to offer his gifts to the
last week that the loud speakers King. Finally after giving all his
sions on the subject.
and directional microphone were al- wealth to those in trouble, he finds
ready on order. Other organizations his goal at the end of life.
contributing to the $450 fund are the
A Christmas show will also be
Christian Association, Outing Club, presented on Thursday afternoon
Student Council, and Student Gov- over WLAM. The director will be
ernment.
Lawrence Cannon.
Wendall Wray's poem, "From
My Window," has been accepted
for publication in the Annual AnLambda Alpha
thology of College Poetry, the NaThe town girls held their annua1
tional Poetry Association announcWed., Dec. 15—Ball and Chain
Christmas
party at the Women's
ed last week.
Christmas
Party,
Chase ('(Hall,
Union
last
Thursday
evening.
Gifts
The Anthology is a compilation
of poetry written by American col- were exchanged, and refreshments 8-10:30 p. m.
Fri., Dec. 17—Christmas caroling,
lege men and women, representing served. Ann Small acted as Santa
meet at Chase Hall, 7-10:30 p. m.
Glaus'
agent.
Mrs.
Kierstead
and
every section of the country. SelecTues., Jan. 4—.Men's smoker,
tions were made from thousands of Miss Varney, Lamda Alpha's advisChase Hall, 7-9 p.m., Macfarlane
or,
were
guests.
poems submitted.

Classes Vote Fund
For PA System

National Anthology To
Publish Poem By Wray

Bates-On-The-Air

By Subscription

Bates, Colby Deadlock
For First In The Series
Stu-G Invites Faculty To
Xmas Dinner At Band
Student Government made plans
for Christmas observances at its
meeting Dec. 7. Catherine Evans,
chairman of the dining room, announced

that

Christmas

dinner

would be served in Fiske Dining
Hall tomorrow evening. Faculty
members have been invited to at
tend as guests of the students.
Infirmary hours were discussed
and clarified. Proctors were asked
to post these hours. It has been decided that a senior student-nurse
will be on duty when staff nurses
cannot be in the infirmary.
Joan Hutton was appointed to replace Helen Papaioanou, who was
unable to attend the second Maine
Intercollegiate conference at Bowdoin last week-end.
Address books, Campus Chest,
the Women's Union, and NSA were
also discussed.

The first round of Maine State
Series play ended in a deadlock last
Saturday night as Bates and Bowdoin gained victories over their opponents. At Alumni Gym, the Bobcats came through with a thrilling
overtime win over the Colby Mules.
(Story on page three.) Meanwhile,
the Bowdoin Polar Bears pulled a
surprise by setting the defending
University of Maine champs back
by a 55-39 margin.
Bates and Colby now share the
lead with two victories and one defeat for each. Second place is also
shared jointly, with Bowdoin and
Maine having records of one win
and two losses.
The second round of series play
will get underway on Jan. 13 with
Colby at Maine. On Jan. 15, the
Bobcats travel to Colby, and Maine
again meets the Polar Bears at
Brunswick.
The only real unexpected event
so far was the Bowdoin upset over
Maine. The Polar Bears, who had
lost to Colby and Bates in their
first starts, grabbed an early lead
from the Maine team and kept
things that way throughout the tilt.
Sid Connolly and Bill Prentiss paced
the Bowdoin club with 18 and 17
points respectively.

Try-Outs This Week For
New Robinson Production Garnet Debaters
Win Over Harvard

Last Monday evening the committee considered the amalgamation
suggestions drawn up by a similar
The play itself involves seven
committee last year. Cloutier's com- men and seven girls who try bv
mittee may incorporate some of the
various methods to form an engageproposals of the earlier report int.)
ment between Jimme Shannon and
its new plan.
Anne.

According to the Stu-C, another
such meeting is to be held in the
near future.

fe^iaa^aBi

word of his grandfather's death, it
becomes necessary to find a girl
very quickly.
William Stringfellow, president of
Jimmie's best friend Meekin goes
about making preparations for a the Bates Debating Council, and
series of parties and invites seven Frank Chapman, manager of the
eligible young ladies to make Jim- council, traveled to Harvard Thursday and defeated the negative team
mie's choice easier.
of that University in a debate on
By the end of Act II Jimmie
the topic of "Federal Aid to Eduhas proposed to all seven girls,
cation". Opposing our affirmative
been refused by six and the girl
team was Roy Clause, and Richard
who accept him is very young and
Rohr of Harvard.
to Meehin is hardly the best choice.
The debate was judged by Mr.
Jimmie's retort at the end of the act
Allan S. Nanes who also declared
"I'd rather rob the cradle than the
William Stringfellow the "best
grace!"
speaker".
After many legal turnabouts, and
This debate is another in the reg
the final discovery of who really is ular annual series of interscholastic
in love with who, the play ends debates which are held every year.
happily with Jimmie marrying the
Last fall at this time Harvard came
girl of his real choice.
to Bates to debate and so this year
The play will be adapted some- our team went there.
what to modernize the dialogues and
situations as well as the sets.
Rehearsals will begin immediately after vacation and will be produced on the early part of the second semester.

New Town Club Elects
Belsky, Klein, Officers

NSA Drives To Enable Mr. Sampson's
DP Students Enter DS Orchids Meet

With Applause

National Student Association has
begun its drive to enable displaced
persons to attend American colleges
Mr. Sampson led the chapel pronext fall, .Madison, Wis., head- gram Monday morning in place of
quarters announced last week.
the announced Sampsonville proNSA, in cooperation with the gram.
President's
Commission lor Administration of Public Law 774 and
with the major religious resettlement agencies has been assigned
the task of finding housing, parttime jobs for self-support, and scholarships or tuition-waivers for DP
students.

He opened the exercises with a
Christmas hymn, and then followed
up with a talk. He explained that
his previous plans . to discuss his
ideas of discrimination on the
Bates campus had been laid aside
because of two events. These were
the Christmas vesper services SunAlthough more than 10,000 DP day evening and the basketball
students have applied for aid, only game Saturday.
a small percentage can be accepted.
These events he asserted demonEach college will be able to choose
the applicants who best meet its strated to him the spirit of the colrequirements.
lege. He declared that if some peoNSA's sub-commission at Har- ple thought school spirit is dead, ivard University is in charge of the must have had a remarkable resurprogram and has begun sending in- rection. He told the student body
structions to the 265. NSA member that he was proud and happy to
colleges and universities on how to serve them.
arrange for the DP's at their institutions.

Although his speech was very
short, it was greeted with prolongAfter they have assured financial ed applause.
support for the new students. NSA
delegations in the member colleges
will ask the presidents of their institutions to sign "assurances" that
the students will be admitted.
The selected student will be
transported from the DP center to
The regular meeting of the Robthe United States by the Internainson Players was held in Little
tional Refugee Organizations of the
Theatre with Laurence Cannon preUnited Nations.
siding in the absence of the PresiIn order to avoid discrimination,
dent Ian Buchanan.
the DP's accepted will include an
equal number of Protestants, CaA radio show adapted by John
tholics and Jews.
Heckler from the poem "Abe Lincoln Walks at Midnight" was presented by Stanley Moody, Leon
Wiskup, Robert Hobbs, ana Laurence Cannon. The poem and the
dialogue showed how the spirit of
record concert, Libbey 6, 8-9 p. m..
Abe Lincoln is restless while there
Robinson Players, Little Theatre, is corruption in modern politics.
7-8:16 p.m.
«.
A second skit, entitled "My
Sat., Jan. 8—Bates vs. Trinity, Diary" was presented by Freshman
basketball, Alumni Gym.
girls, Lous Mainland, Jean MacKinnon, Lois Dame, Marilyn Shaylor,
Tues., Jan. 11—Club Night.

Calendar

Theodore Belsky was elected
president of Independent Students
for Democratic Action, newly-formed off-campus political club, at a
meeting Dec. 6 in Dr. Hovey's
home.
Other officers are Jeanne Klein,
secretary-treasurer; Hulbert Beyer,
Laurence Birns, and John Sutcliffe,
executive
committee
members.
Glenn Kumekawa
and William
Stringfellow, prime movers in the
founding of the club, declined to
run for office. Because only 14 of
the 20 charter members were on
hand to vote last week, it was
agreed that the election will be subject to review in January.
The group decided to remain unaffiliated with the college or any
national organization. The aims of
the club are to study and publicize
the history of the liberal tradition
in America and its relationships
with present-day problems. Some
members would also like to see the
club take political action where practical to further is views.
Plans for forming the new club
grew out of a supper meeting of
those interested at Mr. LeMaster's
home in Monmouth Nov. 18.

Columbia Operatic Trio
Robinson Players Meet Entertains At Armory

Offer Group Two Skits

The Community Concert Association presented the Columbia Operatic Trio at the Lewiston Armory
last Wednesday evening. Agnes
Davis, soprano, Elwood Gary, tenor,
Carlos
Sherman, baritone, and
Henry Jackson, pianist, were the
participants in the program, which
presented many selections from the
operas of Wagner, Mozart, and
Verdi.
After intermission selections from
semiclassical
arrangements were
presented. These included songs by
Strauss, Romberg, and Herbert.
Barbara Spring and Wilma Layng.
Miss Schaeffer discussed the play
briefly and announced the beginning
of tryouts which are open to the
entire student body.
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Dr. Lawrence Is Supervisor
OiAndroscoggin Research

THE BATES STUDENT
(FOUNDED IN 1173)
Editor-in-Chief
SUE McBRIDE '49
Business Manager
Managing Editor
CAROL
PETERSON '49
RICHARD MICHAELS *49
Feature Editor
News Editor
MARJORIE HARTHAN *49
ROBERT FOSTER '50
Copy Editor
Sports Editor
FLORENCE LINDQUIST '50
GENE ZELCH '49
Exchange Editor
Make-Up Editor
JUDITH BARRENBERG '49
RICHARD NAIR '51
Art Editor
Circulation Manager
WILLIAM PERKINS '49
SHIRLEY PEASE '49
Advertising Manager
WILFRED BARBEAU '51
Joyce Cargill '49
Robert Patterson '51
Charles Clark '51

Assistant News Editors
Arlene Fazxi '49
Raymond Sennett '51

•by Ruth Russell
That characteristic odor which
exudes annually from the Androscoggin is one of Lewiston's less
pleasant aspect especially during the
summer months. A few years ago
several mills and power companies
were issued a court injunction to
find out what could be done about
it. Research proceedings were started and since that time extensive
testing of the river has been going
on.
Dr. Lawrance Head of Research
Dr. Lawrance was appointed to
head the research and has been
working for several years with Doctor Woodcock and Bates chemistrystudents to discover what can be
done to rid the Androscoggin of its
detrimental chemical content.

Marjorie Dwelley ^50
Robert Wilson '51
Elizabeth Dagdigian '51

Published weekly at Chase Hall, Bates College, during the college year.
Entered as second-class matter at the Lewiston P. O. January 30, 1913
under the act of March 3, 1879.
WELCOME TO SUNNYCREST . . .
Last Sunday evening we had the pleasure of attending a
birthday party at Uncle Joe's.
"I want you to know that you're all welcome to Sunnycrest
... the dishes are 200 years old . . . the coffee is made with
spring water; that's why they say it's so good . . . H's our custom to say a blessing before the meal ..."

The problem is a result of years
of deposition by various mills of
sulphite waste products which is attacked by bacteria present in the
river and produces hydrogen sulProbably hundreds of Bates students have on, one occasion phide gas, the apparent odor from
or another, heard this little speech and then bowed their heads the river. The H-2-S gas is produced in such large quantities that
around the heavy-laden mahogany table. Later they have cara brass name plate near the dam
ried dishes of ham, salad, potato chips, and steaming, homehas turned black as a result of
made rolls into the living room of the rambling Monmouth
chemical reaction.
farmhouse. There they have held their club meetings under
the steadfast gaze of three antique clocks whose hands never Bates Students Make Tests
Last summer under Dr. Lawmove. Or they have gathered to laugh and sing around the big
rance's supervision Bates students
square piano or the ancient harmonium.
conducted a program of research
We offer our appreciation to a man whose hospitality is a
which was an extension of work
year-round sort of Christmas spirit.
done for the past several years.
. . . and the coffee is wonderful.
Their work dealt with the study of
Robert Foster
odor conditions, temperature, flow,
the behavior of sodium nitrate added to the water, and the oxygen
content of the Androscoggin River
and Pond.
C. A. Public Affairs Commission
To those who know little about
the pone, it is formed by the Gulf
By William Kuhn
party, which could offer no oppo- Island Dam and is about 14 miles
long.
Historians may some day call the sition to the Republicans.
Dr. Woodcock made a study of
late election one of the most unus- Poor Slate Of Candidates
ual in American history. Even we
That type of action found its re- the rates of flow in the pond, workRepublicans must admit that it was sult in the selection of perhaps the ing from a boat with highly specialamazing.
poorest slate of candidates lor con- ized equipment. Herbet Knight '48,
Just why did the election swing gress, despite public apathy towari' Gordon Hiebert '49, James Doe,
worked full time on the project.
toward Truman instead of the fav- the men, in most of the states ir
Working during the latter part of
orite. Dewey? That is the question which senatorial elections were to
the summer were Richard Michaels
that we will be asking ourselves occur. For instance, the Republi-1 '49 and Michael Lategola '48.
very frequently, and well we should can candidates were acknowledge.
River Scene of Tests
for in its answer we will find the to have very little popular support
The.-c students worked from 6 to
formula for Republican strength yet they were allowed to run for
nomination. Why? Because th< 8 hours a day sampling the river
and victory.

POLITICS PREFERRED

Shortcomings Of G. O. P.
It is unnecessary to enumerate
here the events of the past that lea
the nation to believe that this year
would bring an overwhelming Republican victory: we all know them.
Instead, we should consider the actions that we Republicans took after interpreting these facts. Let us.
then, consider the shortcomings of
the Republican party in 1948, so
that we may act more logically in
the future.
First, before any candidates were
nominated, the party assumed an
attitude of complacency. It was sure
of winning the election . . . the
conditions showed that. It took this
standpoint, not because of its own
perfection, but because it was assured that the other party was so
disintegrated that it would offer no
resistance.
Taking this viewpoint, it lapsed
into its second grave error. It took
a "public be darned" attitude, placing its support behind measures that
it, not the majority, wanted. It appeased the monopolists, antagonized
the farmers, and fought for tax reductions at the expense of social
and economic stability. Naturally,
there was reaction toward this, but
the diehards pooh-poohed it, pointing to the broken down Democratic

Grundys and the McCormicks stood
behind them. The Republican part;
was. and still is. shackled by the oh
guard reactionaries . . . the men whe
represent the special interests, nr
the people.
Yet. with this ominous situation
before them, the members of the
party did little to guarantee a Republican election. The polls showed that their men were ahead;
Elmo Roper made his predictions;
George Gallup, though less enthusiastic, confirmed him . . . Dewey
would be elected, along with a Republican congress. Mr. Dewey,
therefore, rather than commit himself, made several "milk and honey"
speeches which were only slightly
more than vague general actions.
Mr. Truman, on the other hand, did
an admirable bit of campaigning
... his party won.
Now that it is over, all that we
can do is stand back and look. We
Republicans don't like the scene,
:>ut it's there. Either we must get
out of our vacuum of the past G"
our party will perish. We must
face reality . . . we mu-; shake o
the ball and chain of react'on am
resolve ourselves to work for prog
ress. The future is ahead, not behind, as many of our leaders would
have us believe. There are four
years to face the facts.

and running continuous tests. They"
wcre out on the river in all kinds of
weather, including a thunder shower which didn't prevent them from
taking their tests. They brought up
sludge from the river bottom, tested for organic matter, and traveled
all the way from Turner to Lewiston on the river.
In some places along the river
the amount of sludge deposited on
the banks was almost a foot thick.
This material was tested for percent or organic matter, oxygen and
nitrogen content.
In certain areas in the river, the
amount of dissolved oxygen was so
low that living matter in the river
could not exist.
This work was sponsored by the
Brown Company of Berlin N. H.,
the Oxford Paper Company of
Rumford, and the International Paper Company of Livermore Falls,
and was part of a program to improve the condition of the Andros.coggin, especially during hot weather. The addition of sodium nitrate
to water on such a large scale was
the first time anything of this magnitude had been attempted, and
cost over $32,000. The work was
done under authority granted by
the Supreme Court of Maine.
Those connected with the project
gained a rather inadequate idea of
the effect of the sodium nitrate in
the water. However, they achieved
a better understanding of the rates
of flow of the water through the
pond: of the rapid changes which
may take place in a body of water;
and of the unusual conditions existing during the past summer, due to
the very low rainfall of this year,
especially since it followed a year
of low precipitation as was 1947.
Despite the serious, scientific atmoshere surrounding the work, for
one individual, at least, there was
an opportunity for travel—he had
to cover over 6,000 miles in taking
daily samples of water, between
North Turner and Lewiston.
Eventually, enough information
will be gathered by various branches of research workers so that a
program of positive methods will
he enacted to aid the companies on
the river to improve the condition
now prevalent.

Bates Couples To Be Married Sat.,
Chapel, Union Traditional Scenes
By Lissa Meigs
"Oh. give me a Bates man." Thu^
goes the theme song of the Bates
coeds from the first Freshman week
sing until the last dorm party during commencement week.
We Bates Mainiacs (most of uby adoption) go all out for co-educational affairs, that is except for
the Freshmen during their "rules"
And turn-about is fair play when
the girls hand out the. invitations to
cabin parties at Thorncrag and the
Sadie Hawkins dance.
Anyone noticing the percentage
of coeds who receive their diplomas with diamonds on their left
hands might think of a different
connotation for the Bates motto,
"Amorc ac Studio" — love for
study. But we all give our best
vishes to those of us who decide to
nake it a Bates Mr. and Mrs.
Pwo Couples To Be
Married Saturday
If the Bates chapel had bells they
would be ringing on Saturday for
the two couples who are going to

be married there.
At 2:00 o'clock Roberta Sweetser will become Mrs. David McKinnell, both of the class of 1948.
Since graduation Roberta, following Bates tradition, has been teaching at Sabattus high school and
Dave is in business with his father
in Boston.
The wedding party includes many
of the couple's Bates friends. Shiriey Robertson, a former member of
the administration, is to be maid of
honor and the ushers are Edward
Hill '49, Hugh Dinwoodie '49, and
Anders Krall '50. Hugh Mitchell
'SO will be the vocal soloist.
Again at 7:30 two former Bate;
students will be married in a candlelight ceremony. Phyllis Barron.
daughter of a Bates grad, and Paul
Downing. Phyllis has been teaching
music here in Lewiston and Paul
is with the Lewiston Gas Light
Company.
Brigit Svane '49 and Jane Sedgeley, a former Bates girl, are members of the wedding party.

Mews From Sampsonvilh
By Bill Norris

Only three more shopping days
until Sampsonville again becomes
a deserted village (almost). If we
• i
u.. last
u«t year,
vear a
a hush will
can judge
by
settle over our area soon after the
last vacation bus departs. This is a
two-week hush that is broken only
by verbal explosions as the children
pull over the trees: the proud boastings of our offsprings as they compare gifts on Christmas mprn; and
lastly, the sign that the vacation is
just about over, will be an off key
rendition of "Auld Lang Syne" as
we say goodbye to '48 and hello to
'49.
Quite

Dr. Walter A. Lawrence head of the Chemistry Department

a

few

assignment but every
written has been reject^ ll
drey -they're either to0 n,7 4
bold, she sez.
^o,,
We all miss Lew and G'
lett. We understand tha, ,> 4
will be taken by
bv Aaron
4... **?*
Gilu
and June Zimmerman, ,
, ter our midst after vac '
'ation,
and Mrs. A. Gillespie.
Cold Curtails Kids
There isn't much activi
backyard these days
weather has kept mo>t of t(,
er children in the house. w'h-,
older ones are busv at »i '
major fist fights last week
one bite mark and a hlarU
* eye
been reported. And so the
season stacts off in an
auin
•manner.

■n,

Sampsonvilleites

limfing around nowadays, but don':
you believe that marital strife is to
"blame. This basketball league has
Ernie doing a rushing business in
rubbing alcohol and wintergrcen.
Stan Inman. doing his all for our
side, ended up with five stitches in
his forehead to prove that he has
earned his letter. (Black "S" on a
blue background.) I had my doubts
as to whether or not George Stewart got hit in the head because he
had lots of trouble working the combination- of his lock in the locker
room after the game. I breathed a
sigh of relief later, however, when
it turned out that he was trying the
right combination on the wrong
lock. Basketball fatigue. We have
plenty of rooters but we could use
a few more players.
Little "Tinsel Time" Tonight
The Social Committee for our
Ball and Chain Club has served us
notice that they are going to hold
a "Tinsel Time. Jr.," in Chase Hall
tonight. Everyone has to bring a
gift and a poem, the gift is an easy

CLUB NEWS:
"walk most every afternoo/"
seems to have dish.-,
frigid winds. Though
*< did J
charter member Elaine
wheeling Melody ore
4e
last week. The "we're cryin.
our mothers have put us ou,.
ffl,
carriages and left
club
posed of Terry McCarthy, 5.
Buker, Alan Blancharcl. and K,
Bradbury, can be seer, daily j,
ten to two (if it's sunny). And',
ly. the "we go to chapel becau«.
Q.P.R.'s are under 12" H
club ,
spends 8:35 to 8:40 every Monj,
Wednesday and Friday mori
vaulting hedges and cutting ac
lawns trying to be on time.

Psych. Majors Form Organization;
Bowdoin Professors Speak At Union EXCHAlsTG-ES
By Beatrice O'Brien
The sunny smiles on the faces of
the psychology majors are not
due to the glad tidings of the
Christmas season alone. They can
be explained by the fact that at long
last a Psychology Club has been organized under the influence of Dr.
John K. McCreary by psychology
majors and other students interested in the field.
It is the purpose of this club to
bring in outside speakers, different
viewpoints, to indicate certain vocational opportunities, and to discuss
problems in psychology most relevant to the various interests of the
members.
Officers Elected
At the first meeting, held in October at the home of Dr. Bortner.
Ken Orosby and lean Gillespie
were' elected president and secretary respectively. It was decided
than that meetings would be held
once a month. The club is now an
unofficial departmental organization
and for reasons of convenience wil)
probably remain so.
The November meeting was held
in Professor Kendall's home, where
the members heard Dr. Painter
speak on "The Psychology of Religion".
Last Thursday night the club
meeting was held in the Women's
Union. Dr. Parker Johnson and Dr.
Norman L. Munn, both members
of the Psychology department at
Bowdoin College, were the speakers. Dr. Munn is the noted author
of several widely-used textbooks on
psychology, including "Psychology;
Fundamentals of Human Adjustment" and "Introduction to Animal
Psychology". His chief topic of discussion Thursday night was Behaviorism, and he supplemented his
talk with a motion picture on the
subject.
(Continued on page four)

New to the squad, fresh from three minutes. Th.-;t'- reJativity?J
high school, this embryo athlete —"The Daily Orange'", i-vr*^
gave it everything all day
He University.
*
»
*
wasn't the new. flashing star on the
Ah well, kids, the Yuletide sea- horizon but he tried.
Ode to a Borrower
son is fast approaching, much to
I think that I shall never see
Into the dressing room and the
the delight of everyone . . . symboys were collapsing wearily. Our The dollar that I loaned to th«
bolic of the holiday, everyone is
A dollar that I could have sp«
hero was fresh as the proverbial
madly knitting sox, etc. . . . many's
For varied forms of merrimen
daisy.
the heart will be broken at the drop
The one I loaned to you so glai
of a stitch . . .
"Heck, I feel as good as I did at The same which I now need |
badly.
What's the word with Dottie seven this morning."

. Surface TfotAe .

Fryer
and
Ralphie . . . heard
straight scoop that they had pictures taken together, and every
time there is a piano in sight, she
practices Mendelssohn's wedding
march . . . could be perhaps indicative of future best wishes to be
sung . . .

For whose return I ha<'. ,
Baleful glances turned on him
hope.
and the new recruit hastily added,
Just like an optimistic dope:
"Boy, did I feel awful this mornFor dollars loaned to folk
ing."—"The Daily Reveille". Luuithee,
siana State University.
Are not returned to fools liki ;<:,■]
—'The Spectator", Macph.
College, Kansas.

Overheard at freshman football
practice. A player after receiving a
pass and being viciously tackled,
Throughout your life, never
turned to his tackier and asks: "Are
get
those people who. with one-ll
we scrimmaging?" — "The Daily
your opportunities, would have 1
Revetlle"
Louisiana
State
UniverMilliken House has made a barten times better in your field (Rat
gain with Fry_e for the loaning of sity.
ert Angusl from the masthead 1
their Kiss Koop in exchange for
"The Mississippian". Universitj
one sprig of Mistletoe . . . traffic
Mississippi.
looks to be pretty heavy .. . . sign
"Freshman courses like the old
*
»
*
up list will be posted soon . . .
gray mare ain't what they used to
Overheard at a homecoming
In view of the recent conflagra- be.
dance: "All right! So the orchesa
tions around campus, a new set of
"Take for instance the opener in isn't so good. You could at leu
dormitory rules and regulations
Philosophy la this week. Einstein's walk around with me so I can !
have been issued by the F.M.W.
theory of relativity was the topic, who's here !"
Coordinating Committee ... all
and the professor had perhaps the
proctors who have not received a
shortest definition on record: "When
copy, please call at 11 Campus
Courtesy
Quality
Servici|
you sit on a hot stove for three
Avenue, second floor apartment . . .
minutes, it seems like three hours;
In the words of the modern
You've Tried the Rest,
and when you sit with your girl for
Plato ... if the soul is separated
Now Try the Best
three
hours,
it
seems
more
like
from the body, you need a new pair
of shoes . . .
The girls in Cheney tell me that
they were rudely awakened one A.
M. when John presented Kim with
a late supper . . .

The game Saturday night was a
breath-taking one in many ways
. . . had the greatest urge myself
to lift the foul shot from its secure
position atop the basket . . .

JOY

Original

Italian Sandwicfcj

268 Main St.

Opp. St. Joseph's Church

Boston Tea Store]

YE OLDE HOBBY SHOPPE
Orchestra Fri. & Sat. - 8-12

S. S. Woodbury, Prop.

No Cover - No Minimum

and management.

Fancy

SHELTIE-MIST
Phone 4-4041

CARDIGAN

SEARS, ROEBUCK and CO-, 212 Main St., Lewiston

$5.98

THEATRES

EMPIRE

Coot Style Sweaters

"COMPLETE BANKING SERVICE"

REID & HUGHES
LEWISTON TRUST CO.

Lisbon Street

-•'

LEWISTON — MAINE

"GO MAINE CENTRAL
THIS SATURDAY"

We Solicit the Business of Bates Students

WRR SURPLUS

LEAVE

BARGAINS

10:35 — 11:30— 12:30

HEADQUARTERS
Call 4-5889 for Reservations ... or see

for

Jack French, Phill Gordon, Marge Lemka

WORK CLOTHING
CAMPING EQUIPMENT

THE SURPLUS STORE

"MAINE CENTRAL WILL LEAVE FIRST-

\

Tel. 2-91*1

(Continued on page four)

from the employees

1

SAM'S

INN

SEASON'S
GREETINGS . . .

BUSSES

Time to close now. Have to
up a Christmas tree and s.
money for presents. Merry Chn
mas and a Happy New Year to

-•:•

WINTER SWEATERS

SWEATERS

0"

56 Main St,

Phone 2-2642

Lewiston

Wed. - Thurs. - Fri. - Sat.
Dec. 15, 16, 17, 18
CORNEL WILDE
IDA LUPINO
RICHARD WIDMARK
- in "Roadhouse
Sun. - Mon. - Tues.
Dec. 19, 20, 21
DEANNA DURBIN
JEFFREY LYNN in
"For The Love Of Mary"

GOSSELIN'S
GROCERY
MAKING SANDWICHES
Selling All Beverages
Open 7 A. M. to Midnight
7 Days A Week
203 COLLEGE STREET

AUBURN

Thurt., Fri. Sat.. -

Dec. 9, 10, 11

"ISNT IT ROMANTIC?"
- starring Veronica Lake - Billy DeWolfe
FRI. - SAT. ONLY

Groceries and

Coni'ectionery

249

Tel. 4-833-'

Main St I

STRAND
Wed. and Thus. - Dec. 15 and 16

COLLEGE SERVI^

Cobra Strikes
Ryah-Fraser
Return of the Badmen
Scott-Ryan-Jeffreys

5 Big Acts Vaudeville

Fri. and Sat. - Dec. 17 and 18

Sun. - Mon. - Tue». - Wed.

Race Street
George Raft
Sundown in Sante Fe - Allan Lane

Dec. 12, 13, 14, 15
Suri., Mon., Tues. - Dec. 19, 20, 21
"THE GALLANT BLADE"
Loves of Carmen
- starring • G. Ford-R. Hayworth
Larry Parks - Marguerite Chapman Last of Wild Horses
Ellison

A Place To Eet
That Can't Be Beet

At Cooper's On Sabattus Street

'"co*poi'£v&>

CLEANSERS

Agent: Marge Lernk*
E. Parker Hall

For That . . .
EVENING SNACK

Ray's I.G.A. Sto*\
Three minutes From CamP
95 ELM ST.
7:00 A. M. to 5:30 P
Phone 2-5612

Z.

M

'

7 -
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THE BATES STUDENT,

flattens Dei! it Hebron 46- 39 In Simpson Leads
way Tilt; Quii iy, .Dudley Standout With 56 Points
^

{r03h

team a.n<k

be.

breaking Quumby, Dudley, Douglas,
and Harris into the clear for scores.
After the Bates" ten point scoring
spree, Parker finally dropped in two
free throws for Hebron, ending
their scoring drought which had
lasted through the first five minutes of the period. Douglas ended
the Bates scoring in the third period as he tallied on a neat set
shot that was set up by a pass from
Harris. At the three-quarter mark
Bates led Sli-23.

THREE
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Basketeers Garner 66-60
Overtime Colby Contest

Intramurals
By Bob Wade and Al Dunham

By Dave Turkeltaub
An ujihill battle for the Bobcats, a well-knit unit at the outset of the
|S
I Bates fashion ifa the
in perhaps rhe most exciting con- game, compared to the same poorin true
trounce Hebron
„eriods
to
test
witnessed on the Alumni gym ly organized attack the Bobcats had
i pef""
Hal Cornforth, who hails from Bchool, where he was active in ath46-39. A small cro>d at
poor in three seasons, was climaxed exhibited in their first two games.
ademy
New Bedford, Mass., really played a letics and various other activities.
by a nve-tminute overtime period Colby ran up a 13-3 lead in five
HeUion Memorial &Hi saw
whale of a game of football this He played football, basketball and
r. 6 it. 6 jnjUftfer and
Saturday night, as Bates took Col- minutes. Bates came back slowly,
past fall. Opening at Toledo, he track, in which he placed fourth in
Dudley, scrappy forwari.
by, 66-tfu. gaining the lead for the then with six quick points pulled
started
nearly every game at wing- the state meet, running the thouBates scoring with 20 and
first time in the extra period. Thus within three as the half ended, 24ie
tee t'
back, and his passing and running sand.. Hal also gained experience
the first round of the State Series 21.
|ntg respectively.
in government, as he was his
1Poi
has ended in a two-way tie, Colby
jumped off to an early
As the second half got under
school's representative to the Boys'
Hebron
the field with goals from the floor, last ditch rally fell just short. Mo
and Bates sharing the lead.
way, the visitors completely over1 Dudiey broke Bates into
State Convention, where mock cam21, and is tops in foul conversions, Morrison showed the way for RogThe home team never saw the ran the Cats and racked up ten
orins column a moment later
paigns and elections were carried
lead, and was trailing by 13 points tallies before Simpson scored a foul
The scoring was even in the 23. Bill has missed from the foul er Bill with 19 points, while Dick
on
a
layup.
Quimby
then
out by students from all over Masiiiy|a ,n a one-hander and a layup opening minutes of the final stanza line only five times in 23 tries for
in the opening moments of the sec- try. Bates crept slowly back into
and French were collecting 14 and
sachusetts.
an
.821
average.
Washburn
trails
ond half. But they were able to contention, tying the score in the
but
after
Harris
netted
a
free
ive Bates a G-3 lead. Tne two
Hal came to Bates last year and
Bill in the goals scored column with 13 points respectively for the loswear down the Mule defense slowly final three minutes. The play was
throw
for
Bates.^Hebron
rallied
to
led
to
a
10-10
tie
before
was an outstanding freshman athtt
ers. Both teams suffered injuries in
BIS
and peek aiway at the lead. With rough and tumble, and at a furious
Slabbed a tipoff and come within three points of the 18 and Prentiss is second in the
lete. At the present he is a memirroella
free
throw
department
with
16.
the
game.
Roger
Bill's
Belsky
ts
out
three minutes to go the pace of the pitch as the final buzzer sounded
one-hander from the fiosh, 39.3V!. It was to be their last
ber of the highly-touted Smith
iired on a
game reached its peak. Before fren- the end.
indefinitely .with a leg injury, while
threat, however, as Coach Huethe'r
South basketball team, which, by
de to give liebroft a 12J0 lead at
Top changes among the first ten
zied stands "Slim" Somerville buckcharges pulled away nicely, never saw Washburn jumping from sev- laman of Sampsonville required
Washburn of Colby took highthe way, suffered their first intra,e quarter.
eted a set and seconds later curled
again to be seriously threatened.
scoring honors with 23. Simpson,
stitches
to
close
a
cranial
gash.
mural
defeat
the
other
night,
their
enth
to
second;
Bobcat
sophomore
ipiav wa.- sloppy in the second pe- Edward Little Wins Opener
in a layup to tie the game at &3-53.
double- and triple-teamed all eveonly loss since last winter. He is
Bob Carpenter moved up from fifth
i o. neither team could capitalThe second game was a- dog.eatJoy was short-lived as Paine tapA layup by Bob Mooney with sec- to third with a 17 point effort
ning and with his shooting eye off,
active
in
other
school
affairs
and
is
num,rous scoring opportuniped in a foul attempt and then addonds to play in an overtime period against the Mules, and Polar Bear dog affair with South and Off-Camat present the vice-president of the
came through with 22 markers, a
uanus. however, gave Hebron spelled victory for Edward Little
pus battling it out to see which
ed a layup in quick succession to
tremendous performance. He dropsophomore class.
"Ve-'iwiut margin, 16-11, as he High School over the Bates frosh, ace Bill Prentiss, another sopho- would Join North and Middle in the
once again give the visitors a fourped In 12 for 15 at the foul line.
Last
summer
Hal
spent
his
time
more,
jumped
from
eighth
to
fourth
league lead. When the dust had setpoint advantage. At the two-minute
red twice before Harris' free
44-4.3, before a frenzied crowd at
working at a YMCA camp. Besides
for Bates. Qumiby and Dud- the Alumni Gym. After Bates had with 17 against Maine.
tled Off-Campus had emerged with
mark "Slim" caged two foul tries,
Summary
iro*
being interested in sports he also
but that was offset by Michelson's
the:: scored successive layups
Teammate Jim Connolly made a 63-45 victory. As in the first game,
led for three periods the "Eddies"
F PF PTS
G
enjoys various kinds of Boy Scout
all Baies to within one point of capitalized
tally. A long desperation set by Colby
on
numerous
free the biggest hop when he leaped the final winners rolled up an early
23
5
5
work. He is majoring in History
9
Washburn.
f
Carpenter from 35 feet out brought
ion. IMS. at the half.
throws to finish strong in the final from a 12th place tie to a tie for lead which proved too great to be
8
4
0
4
and
Government,
hoping
to
become
Paine,
f
surmounted. The usually highBases within two points again. And
8
Playins was tightening fast as period thus achieving a well earned fifth. Rounding out the first ten are
2
2
3
a teacher and coach.
scoring South had trouble cracking
with thirty seconds remaining Bill Michelson, f
Hal Cornforth
victory. Coleman led the scoring Shiro and Finnegan, Colby; Bailey,
0
1
B third period eot underway. The
0
0
There is a new Cornforth on Simpson stole the ball from a melee Jennings, f
the
tight
zone
defense
set
up
by
0
Battens
enjoyed lor the victors with 17 points. Lar- Bates; MacCormack and Goddard,
1
0
0
ljuvenated
Pierce,
f
campus
this
year
whose
name
O.C. and also suffered from lack of
at midcourt and dribbled in alone
7
5
highlights erf many a never appears in football line-ups
2
3
were
the
best Peri<"' of tne y°unS sea- ry Quimby and Frank Dudley Maine; and Speirs, Bowdoin.
Finnegan.
c
height.' Flanagan and Curtis were
for the tying tally. Time ran out as
r'
0
losers with 15 and 9
2
0
0
is they passed and scored He- paced fhe
game.
Russell,
c
as
her
name
is
Clarice,
and
she
is
In the team picture co-leaders high men for the winners .each netthe'Mules tried desperately to move
3
11
•on dizzy. Bat. s worked the ball points respectively.
4
3
Bates and Colby are running one- ting 11 points per, but Winslow of
Hal was born in New Bedford in Hal's sister.
the ball in close enough for a shot, Shiro, g
Art Koenig
3
|ce)v' into Hr >ron\s back court
5
3
0
Mitchell, g
Bob Creamer
two with the Bobcats" having a 179- South was the game's high man 1929. and attended the local high
the count a knotted 59J59.
0
3
0
0
Lazour, g
162 edge. Maine after a fine start with 15 tallies backed by Chalmers
As the extra period began it was
60
30
16
22
Totals
against Bates on its home court, who sported 12.
obvious Colby was compeltely tired
F PF PTS
G
Bates
flopped on the road twice and is in
out. Two Colby men had fouled out
We have been informed in no un4
10
4
2
Bailey, f
third place with 144 points and
and the Bobcats had a definite psycertain terms that girls from the
15
5
1
Somerville,
f
5
Bowdoiii ajose behind with a 141
By Gene Zelch
chological edge. Colby again took
Parkers attend the Intramural
17
6
5
5
Carpenter, f
total.
the lead as Michelson scored once
games as well as those from the
The scheduled frosh-jayvee tussle which was to have been played this
0
0
0
5
Strong, c, g
Monday 40 members of the basfrom the foul line. "Carp" retaliatDefensively the Petro charges two houses mentioned last week. evening will have to be postponed until later in the season. It seems
4
22
12
Simpson, g. :
5
ket brigade departed on a rigorous are last with 175 points scored Are there any other houses to be that Ed Petro took fourteen men with him on the southern swing, which ed with a layup and a foul shot.
0
0
T
2
Scott, g
three game road-trip which con- against them. The Polar Bears have added to this list? . . . Prove it . . . leaves only about seven individuals at home. Apparently this is not "Ace" Bailey added a set, Simpson Perry, g
0
0
2
0
a foul, and "Carp" put in the final
sists ot engagements with Wesley- the best record and have allowed
nearly enough in the eyes of the jayvees who want to be at their best
26
66
Totals
20
26
point from the foul line. Bates then
an, Clark, and Assumption on suc- the opposition 136 points. Colby is
in the top game of the year. Therefore, there will be no game tonight.
Score at the half: Colby 24, Bates
froze the ball very prettily for the
However, the remaining jayvees and the frosh will go against
Coach Thompson** tracksters arc cessive evenings. This trip removes second best on defense and has al21.
final two minutes; the final score,
each other in a number of informal scrimmages this week, since
|rd at work this week getting in the Garnet temporarily from State lowed 152 points.
66-60. For the first time this year
Referees: Fortunato and Wotton.
neither aggregation has any outside game until after vacation.
i from several tough meets com- Series play and should provide the
By Nancy Norton-Taylor
Bates had iplayed as a team.
Time: 2-20's and a five minute overopportunity
for
the
locals
to
u|> after the Christinas holiThose varsity men making the three-game trip are: Ace Bailey, Hy
The Mule quintet operated as time.
NEW — End the old, start the
I
Many Bobcat field event sharpen up their game in general.
Series Standing
Rerry,
Lee Blackmon, Bob Carpenter, Glen Collins, Lefty Faulkner,
new. With the new year, we'll start
are trying new methods and
. Won Lost Pet.
Last night found the Cats down
a new A.A. season. Basketball will Burt Hammond, Bob LaPointe, Herb Livingstone, Ralph PeTry, Dick
hr events in order to give the at Middletown. Connecticut, to en- Bates
2
1
.667
be offered from Jan. 3 to 27, Feb. 3 .Scott, Bill Simpson, Slim Somerville, and Bob Strong, plus manager
Colby
lies cage-performers more depth
2
1
.667
counter a favorably regarded Westo March 4. Thelma Hardy is in Danny Rcale. The team left campus Monday afternoon.
Bowdoin
Id added .-trength.
1
2
.333
leyan "live", the defending "Little
charge and would like you all to
Ducky Pond and Monte Moore are due back in town early
Maine
1
2
.333
finish sign.ups this week, so she
Tit Garnet hopes for success on Three Champions".
today after a speaking tour in Mass. They have been down in
Ralph Perry, showing great imThe Bates jayvee team also
can get a good tournament organ[ ular pathways will undoubtthe
Bay
State
since
Monday.
found
their
opening
game
ending
provement
with each contest, was
.Tonight the Garnet will oppose
ized.
l^end on the flashy legwork
formidable Clark University, a
Erv Huether has taken his Western Maine Board Exams and is now by a one point decision. This time, high scorer of the game with 13
I'Bud Home and Bill^ Sawyers
"Rugged Ralph" is a
Barb Chick has several swell ski- qualified to referee all levels of basketball games. He expects business however, Che Bobcats.came out on points.
newcomer to the Bates schedule.
need no introduction to Bates
ing trips in store for us, if we ever to pick up right after vacation. Erv was one of the two highest scorers, top, 60-'S9, over Portland Junior smooth, smart guard and is develThe Petromen will find no easy
enthusiasts. Cy Nearis, Hal
oping a deadly set shot.
have any snow to ski on. You'll also missing only on one question. Incidentally. Ed Petro has been officiat- College.
pickings here since the Scarlet have
ores who looked very good over
Coach
Petro
used
the
two
plaget
credit
for
your
hours
of
pracing
at
schoolboy
hoop
duels
for
some
time.
eight returning lettermen. Four of
In a contest marred by /or/ty-jlx
The fast and aggressive sopho:liousand yard distance last this group are "three year" lettertoon system. Berry, Brooks, Ham1 tice and fun on the skating rink.
personal
fouls,
the
Garnet
handemore
team, Blackman, Collins,
The
next
home
varsity
basketball
game
will
on
January
8,
with the freshmen will be
mond, Livingstone, and Smoller
men. They are captain Paul Sminin- the Polar Bears of Bowdoin * c
The really new, new thing next
Faulkner, LaPointe, and Perry,
the first Saturday back on campus. Trinity will furnish the opri'ully watched by Coach Thoonpplayed the first and third periods.
ski at guard, the 6:1 center, Bob 45 setback to record its initial tri- season will be a chance to put to
started and were relieved by Coach
position.
|L ar.d the apectators may expect
For this quintet Hammond showed
Dik. and iforwards Roger Anderson umph of the campaign. The "basket use all those pointers you've learnPetro's other quintet at the first
from Cy and Hal before the
Keep your eyes on the local papers for news as to how Russ Bunu the way with 10 points.
and George Vasil. Vasil appears to bombardier", Willy Simpson, swish- ed in the reception room playing
and third periods.
ison ends. Lou Junker demonand
Al
Angelosante
are
coming
along
with
their
respective
hoop
teams.
The
"Speedy
Sophs",
playing
the
be the most dangerous of the Clark ed 18 counters through the hoop to you know what. Lee Cosier is going
^ateil last year that he is probBates took an early lead and kept
marksmen,
having
tallied
26S pace the Bobcats, with Ace Bailey to set up a bridge tournament. Russ is coach at Gorham, N. H., while Ange has charge of basketball second and fourth periods, started
onc of the best distance runat Brewer.
slowly but as the game progressed' i, jn a S]0W ftr8t half. However, the
points last year for a 17 point aver- right on his heels at 16.
Watch for sign-ups and announcei in Maine. Norm Buker, who
they began to roll and won an ex- second half proved to be rougher
age. Trail-fers, Joe Mahoney and
There has been beaucoup favorable comment on the steady
Both teams broke from the start- ments.
(iked very good in the closing
tremely tight and hard fough and more exciling with the men
Bob Kirby, who have definite ten- ing mark slowly and it was seven
play turned in by sophomore Ralph Perry in the final minutes
OLD — If you didn't come to the
ss-country meets this fall should
game. Diminutive and dynamic from Portland putting on a last
dencies in the direction of basket minutes before the Bates hoopsters square dance in the gym last Friof the Colby game. He came through when needed the most.
ot invaluable aid to the Bates
Glen Collins really "opened up", hard drive in a vain attempt to win.
production, along with lettermen could annex a 18-4 advantage. The day night, you sure missed a lot of
Ralph will see plenty of action on both the court and gridiron
i in some of the longer indoor
throwing in a very respectable 17 Again, as in the first game, the
Pop Shenian, Larry O'Connor, Vin- Cats clung to this lead against the fun. Four sets filled the gym comin the next few seasons. Chances are that he will do much of
KS. "Old Reliable", Hugh Mitchpoints. Glen made the last four Petromen successfully froze the
the
passing
for
Ducky
Pond's
eleven
come
fall.
nie Mikoloski, and 6:4 Jeff Len- slow-breaking
Bowdoinltes
and fortably with a few "replacements"
will without question be the nan offer valuable depth for the
points with time rapidly dwindling ball and the game ended, 49-47, in
half-time found them enjoying a left over. Miss Rowe and Prof. Wait
Another individual who ordinarily would be out there in the thick of
|tt!andiiu weight and distance
and Portland, frantically trying to favor of the Garnet.
Scarlets.
ten point margin, 2747. ■
taught the dances and did the call- the basketball play is Shirley Haniel. It will be remembered that Shirley
ias he was last year. Also keep
pull the game out of the bag, was
suffered
a
shoulder
separation
in
the
Northeastern
football
game
while
As personal fouls began to take ing. Music was provided by records.
Ray Moore
Tomorrow the basketeers move
Roland "Curly" Keans
held by outstanding defense on the
their toll on the Garnet, Bowdoin's Much needed cider helped to wet in the process of holding the first attempted conversion. The injury will
Burger who are probably onto Assumption to meet essentialpart of the Bates five, leaving the
offense started to function more parched throats after a few sets. keep him out of athletic competition for some time.
ft two fastest sprinters on the ly the same quintet the Cats whipscreaming spectators breathless.
(am.
Jesse Castanias still has not completely recovered from the
ped a year ago, 64-50. The Grey- smoothly and the White Bears mov- Needless to say, everyone had a
On Saturday evening the Garnet
ed to with 38-36. At this juncture, swell time.
knee injury he picked up at the Maine game. He reports that its
hounds will probably open with
jayvees added another victory to
|Besides N'ate Boone, who will
however ,the first-stringers returnA. A. training stopped this week
"coming along". Jesse who was brought up in Haverhill, will
captain "Butts" Bonvoiler and
its win column by defeating NorthN the dash men and the hured to action and with Simpson and for the holidays and will re-comprobably travel the route between this part of the country and
"Hawk" Pellerin at forwards, 6:6
eastern Business College from Portprs, the freshman squad is lackBailey showing the way. Bates mence Jan. 3, the day we come
Indiana many times during the coming years. His parents are
Roger Pontbriand at the pivot post
land. This was the flrst defeat for
i In depth and numbers. So you
pulled
away to win, S4-45.
back.
moving to that state.
Dancing in the Twin Cities' Most
and Archie Archambeault
and
the Northeasterners in 8 starts.
Joel Price
pshmen. who think you have a
"Lefty" Brassard at the guard
"Atmospheric" Spot
1 Pair of piss and want to put
slots.
6:2 Bonvoiler is a sharpf e of that .-trength to good use. shooter of no mean ability while
F not take a try at one of the 6:1 Pellerin carries a highscoring.
ORCHESTRA EVERY NITE
f'Uon* in the freshman ranks. It
reputation
behind
him.
IN
COOL
.
.
.
AIR
CONDITIONED
1
All Patrons Over 21
" seconds and thirds to win
W>.
Joel
Price
PLEASANT SURROUNDINGS
Ralph Cate
By Wire
oUli

»4i

Due to a crowded athletic proBig Bill Simpson continued to
pace State Series backetball scor- gram, Intramural basketball was
ers with Colby's Tubby Washburn, only able to play two games this
the pride of Fairfield, taking over
last week. In the first game on Frithe runner-up spot. Tubby reday night Roger BUI broke into the
placed teammate Warren Finnewin column as it outlasted Sampgan.
sonvllle, 42-38. The winners took
The Long Island flash got off to
an eariy lead which they never rea shaky start against the Mules but
wound up with 22 points. He leads linquished so that Sampsonville's

farsity Visits Out-Of-State Schools
Three Pre-Vacation Contests

rfiound fatcda*

ophomores Look Good
In Cinder Path Trials

Tteurt. and 7Ute&

Jayvees Win First Two Games;
Sophs Star On Close Margins

Bowdoin Falls To Five
In First Home Game

Fountain Specials ...

LIT FLOWER

Christmas Gifts

DUBE'S
FLOWER SHOP
195

Lisbon

NICHOLS TEA ROOM
LEWISTON. MAINE

162 LISBON STREET

STERLING
for fine homes

PIONEER BELTS

Tel. 2-6422

St.

VAN HEUSEN SHIRTS

NEEDS FOR EVERY GAME AND SPORT
274 MAIN STREET
LEWISTON, MAINE
PHONE 3-0431
neo E. Thibodeau - Alfred J. Thibodeau -

THE SNOW'S COMING ...
Special-made SKI BOOTS for Men and Women
$9.95 - $12.95

Edrick J. Thibodeau

For INSTANT

BOTANY TIES

Taxi Service

4-4066

. . . to . . .

and LAUNDERING

In Town

Cc "venient

To The Campus

A
HEALTHY
DIET

Also Patterns by Towle, Interna-

Closest Spot to Campus
Phone 2-6926 to Place Orders

Gorham,

Reed ft

Barton,

Lunt ft Wallace at $24.50 place set-

The
COLLEGE STORE

ERNIE'S MARKET

T

o Our Main St. Store

GIFT CERTIFICATES

tional,

NEW!
Hamburgers

WANING

Lewiston, Me.

87 Lisbon St.

Now Making The Best

Take Your

STETSON and MALLORY
Bus Service

Bates '24

COLLEGE MEN AND WOMEN

4

PENDLETON SHIRTS

Radio Cabs

>0,OC\>IIIHW

One Stop
COMPLETE "BACHELOR" SERVICE"

Towle, Sterling
if dependable quality,
add great beauty to
your home. Get a few
piece* at a time . . .
A place setting costs as
little as $24.50 including 20% Federal Tax.

JANTZEN SKI SWEATERS

Call

IS

\£^^r f KAN K»$
STORE

tor

Bates Students

Weekly: 7 A. M. to 10:30 P. M.
Sunday: 8 A. M. to 8:30 P. M.

ting (tax included).

TeL 2-7351
79 Lisbon St.

fCR

205 MAIN STREET
Lewiston

THTNEW BOWLAWAY ALLEYS
108 MIDDLE STREET, LEWISTON

MEN

LEWISTON

=J

Expert Watch Repairing

Barnstone-Osgood Go.
JEWELERS - SILVERSMITHS
50 Lisbon Street

TeL 4-5241

Lewiston, Maine

IT'S
SMART TO
BOWL

*k
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Unit Presents XmasMusicThrills
Honors Committee Study Reserve
Program At Hathorn Crowd At Vespers
New Method Of System
faculty are specifically as follows:
(1) Prime emphasis upon a substantial /thesis, as now. and an
oral examination of the candidate's
major courses and thesis; (2) Less
emphasis on the thesis, a written
examination on extensive departmental reading, and an oral on that
and major courses; (3) Departmental guidance focused on not more
than four specific, limited projects,
written reports on these projects
and written and oral examinations
on major courses; (4) Creative
writing in drama or fiction guided
departmental reading and an oral
.examination on major courses and
reading.

Creative writing, propect reports,
and written and oral examinations
on special departmental reading are
three new methods of attaining
honorary degrees, Prof. Carroll,
chairman of the Honors Committee,
announced today.
These alternatives, together with
the current honors thesis and oral
examination practice, will all be
methods used in honors study, effective with the Class of '50. The
new system, the result of a year
of research by the Honors Committee, is geared to encourage more
of the eligible students to elect
honors study.
Extra credit will be added to honor students' average quality point
ratios in computing eligibility for
Phi Beta Kappa. For those completing "curn" honors, .08 quality
point will be added and for "magna" and "summa" honors, .2 and .3.
respectively.
Under the new system ranks for
the freshman year will be omitted
in determining eligibility for honors
study. A 3.000 general average and
a 3.333 departmental average in
sophomore and juniors years will
be necessary. "Magna" and "summa" honors will be awarded only to
those whose general average, not
counting Phi Beta Kappa additions,
was at least 3.333 after the freshman year.
The four methods of honorstudy recommended by the Honors
Committee and -approved by the

In its research on the current
system, the Honors Committee
mailed questionnaires to over 100
Bates graduates who were eligible
for honors study and to 20 other
colleges which have honors systems. It was found by an analysis
that, although those students who
completed honors work proved it
to be valuable experience in independent study and research, all ot
the system's purposes have not
been as fully realized in the past as
is desirable.
Less than 40 per cent of the students eligible for honors study have
actually elected and completed the
work. The suggestions presetned
to the faculty by the Honors Committee were to remedy this and
other apparent shortcomings of the
former system.

Psychology Feature
(Continued from page two)
The members are looking forward to January when Dr. Sleeper,
superintendent of the Augusta State
Hospital, will speak on psychology
in relation to crime.
So far the organization has been
a huge success. Betty Williams,
one of the club's most enthusiastic
members, states, "We've all been
greatly encouraged by the eager response on the part of the students
and invited speakers". She also
stresses the fact that anyone interested in the field of psycholgy may
join the club; it is not for psychology majors only.
Thanks to Dr. McCreary, the
psychloRy enthusiasts at Bates are
off to a good start. Good luck to
them in the coming New Year.

Bates Roundtable
On Thursday evening, Dec. 16,
at Chase Hall the faculty roundtable will hold its annual Christmas
program. Miss Schaeffer and Mr.
Waring are in charge of the evening. Mr. and Mrs. Myhrman, Dr.
and Mrs. Painter, Miss Lawrence,
and Mr. Monk are hosts and hostesses for the event.

A film and lecture on the medical
aspects of the atomic bomb were
presented Wednesday evening in
the Little Theatre. Sponsor was the
Androscoggin Reserve Officers Association. Although the meeting wa.;
open to the public the audience were
mostly towns-people.

Capt. Bauer of the RA Medical
Corps led the discussion. He asserted that it was his belief that the
greatest number of casulties resulting from atomic raids would be
burn victims rather than radiation
victims. He pointed out that in
Japan it had been found that 85 per
cent of the surviving casulties suffered primarily from burns. Capt
Bauer declared that possibilities of
mututions as a result of atomic
radiation would be negligible on the
whole.

GA Devotional Meeting
Hears Reverend Holt
The Rev. Ellis J. Holt, pastor of
the Court Street Baptist Church in
Auburn, led a discussion before the
Devotional Fellowship of the CA
Faith Commission last Friday evening in Libbey Forum.
Mr. Holt's topic was "Letters to
a College Sophomore." Building the
discussion around actual letters, the
minister led the group in an analysis of the underlying needs for faith
and knowledge. The program was
arranged a.nd led by David Moore.
The
Devotional
Fellowship,
founded last year, is a non-denominational Christian worship and discussion group open to all. The
group meets regularly Friday evenings.

The Christmas season was ushered in on wings of song last Sunday
evening at the traditional Christmas
vespers service. Before a capacity
audience of college students' and
visitors, the orchestra and choral
groups rendered works of such com
posers as Bach, Dvorak, and Handel. The candlelit rhapel. adorned
with seasonal decorations, added to
the festive atmosphere of the service.
The prelude, played by the orchestra, was the largo from Dvorak's "The New World Symphony."
Following the choral call to worship. Dr. Painter spoke briefly on
the meaning of Christmas ending
his talk with a prayer. After the
choral response the audience joined
in the singing of the Christmas
hymn. "The First Noel."
A musical medley of Christmas
songs and carols was played by the
orchestra. This was followed by the
oratorio selections "Break Forth, O
Beauteous Heavenly Light," "O
Jesus Lord, My Light and Life."
and "And the Glory of the Lord."
A tableau of the nativity scene was
presented by Robinson
Player
members. Christmas carols sung by
the choir provided the background
music for this. Climaxing the program was the choir's rendition of
the "Hallelujah Chorus" from Handel's "Messiah." The program was
concluded with a choral amen and
the postlude.
Chapel decorations were provided
by the CA Campus Service Communion.

In outlining the political changes
brought about by the adoption of
the new post war constitution in
Japan, Dr. Matsui emphasized the
transition from the feudal form of
society to the more democratic reforms being established. Among the
more important changes is that of
the status of the emperor. The emperor of Japan is no more a divine
being. His power is now derived
from the people, with whom sovereignty now rests. Some of the other

izing of the status of women and
men and the right of all to own
property a right formerly reserved
,o the head of the family. The
Agragrian Reform, which breaks up
the former feudal estates into individually owned farms, was enact
ed to help relieve the condit.on ot
the tenant farmers, and to help racrease the food output.
Dr. Matsui outlined the growth
and development of labor unions in
Japan. Due to the former feudal aspect of the society, some of Japanese organized labor's demands seem
to us very odd. As an example, the
unions demanded a subsistance allowance from their employer while
they were out on strike.
During the question period which
followed the talk, Dr. Matsui reported that General MacArthur was
more highly esteemed in Japan than
in the United States. He also discussed the future position of Japan
in the world's economy.
On the morning following his lecture. Dr.-Matsui spoke to the regular chapel assembly discussing many
of the points which had been of interest to the group of the preced

F,orence Lindquist has been JJJ
pointed a member of the 1948 W
"Mademoiselle" College Board.
As the Bates representative Florence will convey three ass.gnm nts
made by the College Board editor.
These alignments deal with topics
ranging from college fads and
fashions to world affairs. In meet
ing assignments, all college board
members compete for awards tor
prize papers. In the spripg, 20 board
members will be selected to work
on the August college issue of
Mademoiselle in New York with al.
expenses and salary paid.
Qualifications for membership include submission of a two-page

nur*
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Quality Clothes For
Every Campus
Occasion!
Look Smart . . . Feel Sharp
In Clothes By
HART-SCHAFFNER & MARX

The Marvin Hotel Lounge

|

CLIPPER CRAFT

Featuring All This Week From 8 P. M. to 12 Midnite
The Sensational, Nationally Known Singing Comedian

BARRON-ANDERSON

DANNY CREEDEN

Sold Exclusively By

Plus Conrad Jalbert, Local Piano Star
Also SERVING FINEST FOODS DAILY 8 A. M. till Closing
103 Main Street — Opposite Maine Central Power Co.

WE ALSO CATER TO LARGE
SOCIAL MEETINGS
Tel. 4-6459

FRENCH FRIES
FRIED CLAMS
HOT SANDWICHES
57 ELM STREET

•:•Step Out For That Evening Snack To . . .

LEE'S VARIETY

LOBSTER
HAMBURGERS
LOBSTER STEW
11 A. M. to 1 A. M.

STORE

Specializing in Hot Dogs, Hamburgers, Beverages of all kinds
417 MAIN STREET
"The Store with Friendly Service"

R. W. CLARK CO.

SUNRISE SANDWICH
SHOP

Ski Clothes

Dr. Matsui, who received his master's degree and his doctorate in
American Universities nearly 25
years ago, has returned to this country to lecture and to study further
under a grant from the Rockfellar
Foundation. He has served as an
economic advisor with the United
States occupation troops in Japan.

The Christian Service Club held
its monthly meeting last Tuesday
evening at the home of Dr. and
Mrs. Painter.

DANCING NIGHTLY
8-12

^^

of economics at Doshosha University, Kyoto, Japan, spoke in the
chapel on Thurs. even.. Dec. 9, as
the first speaker in the George Colby Chase lecture series Dr. Matsui
took as his subject, "The Industrial
Relations in Japan and the United
States."

Undquist Named
To Mademoiselle

Direct from New York Nightclubs

BATES
HOTEL

Surface Noise
(Continued from page two)
Poor Don Russell had a rough
time that night . . . got so excited
that John Fortuivato offered him a
whistle to referee . . . not only that,
but after four tries at "telephone
supervisor" on the mike, he gave
ur> in hysterics . . . ho hum . . .
Mt-rrir Christmas, everybody,
Miss L. Toe.

Dr. Matsni Speaks On Tke Indwtrial Relations
In Japan In The Pint 01 Chase lecture Senes

DRUGS

CHEMICALS

184-188 LISBON STREET

LEWIST0K|

UJRRDS
WARD E

BIOLOGICALS
"She's well dressed . . . she buys her
4 Registered

Pharmacists

clothes at WARD BROS."

MAIN ST. at BATES ST.
Tel. 3-0031

GEARED FOR FUN AND ACTION
ON THE SLOPES

PLAZA GRILL
AT THE SIGN OF

"GIVE 'EM BY THE CARTON"

THE LOBSTER
for

-says Arthur Godfrey:

FINE FOODS
177 Main St.

fO

Kri

Lewiston

into
Christmas Vacate!
DRAPER'S
BAKERY

Go by train and make surtd
full-time vacation. You'll b"
more time at home with y«
family and .friends when j*
travel in the dependable, *
weather comfort of model
coaches or sleeping cars
your railroad ticket agent*
day ... FOR SURE!

PASTRY OF ALL KINDS
Opp. Post Office

Tel. 2-6645

54 ASH STREET

•>•*.■?•»

19

o
EAT AT

Designed and Tailored by experts . . . Benoit Ski
Clothes are the kind that act and look the part.
Instructors Downhill Style Pants
Ski Boots, Wrap Around Strap

$15.95-$22.50
$14.95

Ski Socks
Loafer Socks

$1-25
$2.95

FRANGEDAKIS'

MANY HAPPV K0Uf
era saving

MODERN
RESTAURANT

]jfa0ifc*

Norris-Hayden Laundry
Lewiston

152 Lisbon St.

Ask your home tow D tif^l
agent about "College SjjJ
round trips. They enable^
take advantage of a*^
round-trip fares with »^
long time limit... ^^
stop-over privileges in "^
rections!
X'-&\
Get a "College Sped
you come back after tn (J
Then use it to fe'°,ho,nb0J
Spring Vacation. *oU.'lh/
town ticket agent w"'1
these special tickets for ■%
teachers and students W*
cember 25 to January' »•

MODERN DRY CLEANERS
Efficient Work and
Reasonable Rates
Cash or Charge Basis

STECKINO~HOTEL

Agents

104 MIDDLE STREET
_
^!J?

Hugh Penny

*^\

Specializing in

Wff

ITALIAN - AMERICAN

George Disnard

GEORGE ROSS

FOOD

ICE CREAM
Reopened - Remodeled

STEAKS - CHOPS

Parlor Open Daily
10 A. M. to 10 P. M.

PIZZA PIES

Go by trii
,rs CONVENIENT
COMFORTABLE^*

Banana Splits - Sundaes
56 Elm St
Lewiston
Tel. 2-0885

TeL 4-4151

k

For a Time and
Money-Saving Tfl"

Gafjt#i I** Usewi K Mm

-A

TOMCCO CO.

AMERICA
RAILROA'

